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This analysis represents the findings of a statewide survey of the likely November 2012 electorate in Nevada using a registrationbased sample including cell phones and landlines. Six hundred interviews were conducted by telephone between October 8-10,
2012. The margin of error for each question is +/-4% at a 95% level of confidence.

The Senate race in Nevada has been fiercely contested, and our recently completed survey shows the
race continues to be close. Despite months of attacks by outside special interests, Shelley Berkley
holds a 3-point lead over Dean Heller going into the final stretch of the campaign, with Berkley
capturing 42% of the vote compared to Heller’s 39%. VanderBeek, running as the Independent
American Party candidate, captures 5% of the vote, while 6% say they will vote “none of the above”
and 8% are undecided.
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There is also a
significant gender gap
working in Berkley’s favor, as she has a 13-point lead (46%-33%) among women, who tend to vote in
higher numbers than men.
Though there are relatively few undecideds, those that remain are predisposed to break towards
Berkley, as 45% are Obama supporters compared to 32% who are Romney voters.
This race has been neck and neck for months and is likely to stay that way up to Election Day. We will
need all the resources we can muster to compete for every available vote and mobilize our voters on
Election Day.
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